“Money demands of you the recognition that men must work for their
own benefit, not for their own injury - that the common bond among
men is not the exchange of suffering, but the exchange of goods“
- Ayn Rand-

One Day Seminar

Ayn Rand’s Philosophy and
the Future of Money
Guest: Dr. Yaron Brook
Chairman of the Board, Ayn Rand Institute

Moderator: Yoichi Tamura
CEO, Metanoia Ltd.

Sat, May 25, 2019
9:30

Doors open

10:00

Start

Agenda
10:00 - 12:30 Part I
Lecture：Ayn Rand’s Philosophy and the Future of Money
Discussion - “Morality of money to live a free life”
12:30 - 13:30 Lunch

Language: English/Japanese

13:30 - 16:00 Part II

Lecture: State, Currency, and Investment Strategy
Current topics - lessons from Venezuela, inflation, tax haven, etc.

FLOC Blockchain University, Marunouchi vacans
Kokusai bldg 2F 3-1-1 Marunouchi Chiyoda-ku Tokyo
Admission
後

Seats

12,000 yen

援

40 persons

Registration

https://kokucheese.com/event/index/559748/
Mail to info@aynrandjapan.org for inquiries

Organized by: STAR Club, Ayn Rand Center Japan

Why「アイン・ランドと利己主義の美徳」
talk about philosophy of “money”?
Most of us today are caught up with money - working for the sake of money while cursing
it, or tolerating our monetary status quo, wishing if only we had more.
In an era of global capitalism, we are often frustrated by the increasing gap between the
haves and have nots. Here, Dr. Yaron Brook, based on Ayn Rand’s philosophy Objectivism,
argues that equal is unfair. The issue is poverty, not the inequality. The criticism of
inequality betrays jealousy and a sense of guilt, rather than promoting justice.
In this seminar, Dr. Yaron Brook will discuss the history of money from his philosophical
standpoint. We struggle with money today, mainly because we are uncertain about the
meaning, mechanism, and morality of money. This is why we need the “philosophy of
money” - what it means to make money, have money, and use money. Saving and
investment - and the future of money - can be understood better and more deeply
in this context.
Yoichi Tamura

Guest Speaker: Dr. Yaron Brook
Yaron Brook, PhD, is the chairman of the board of the Ayn Rand Institute.
Dr. Brook is coauthor of Equal is Unfair: America’s Misguided Fight
Against Income Inequality. He was a columnist at forbes.com and is
frequently interviewed on national TV and radio. Dr. Brook lectures on
Objectivism, business ethics and foreign policy throughout the world.

Moderator: Yoichi Tamura
Mr. Yoichi Tamura is an educator and businessman. Chief executive at
Metanoia Ltd., where he has been engaged in leadership development,
organizational consulting as a management consultant. He has been a
student of Objectivism and an admirer of Ayn Rand since he discovered
the philosophy in 1986. Sophia University BA, University of Virginia MBA.

Ayn Rand (1905-1982）
“I am often asked whether I am primarily a novelist or a philosopher.
The answer is: both. In a certain sense, every novelist is a philosopher,
because one cannot present a picture of human existence without
a philosophical framework. . . . In order to define, explain and present
my concept of man, I had to become a” philosopher in the specific
meaning of the term.” Ayn Rand, “Preface,” For the New Intellectual

